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Solar PV Installation and Challenges 

 Solar PV is a new trend in Power generation 

 Distributed or embedded Generation is a growing trend 

 Solar is Cheaper than Coal @ P2 a kWh.   

 Must know what it can do, its limitations, methodology and ROI 

 How to interconnect PV solar: Tap that Buss, connection points  & Wire sizing 

 Mitigating risk factors: Equipment failures, overloading, fall protection 

 Best Install practices and work inspection 

 Effects of bad design, sloppy technique: Melted MC4, Bad Crimps, Shading losses 

 



PV Installation and Challenges 

 Listen to your customer 

 Balance needs of ROI, Solar = Daytime baseload is for Phase I self consumption no 
battery.  

 Brownout run time or DOA for offgrid or hybrid systems.  

 

 Systems out there  

 Grid tie 

 Off Grid: Configuring a HOG 

 Hybrid systems: 

 Sizing systems- battery based, grid tie, etc. 

 



Net Metering. Better than battery 

 Without Net Meter 

 Export counted as Consumption 

 Negative effect during 

weekends for schools and 

commercial buildings 

 Longer ROI 

 

Export is only at Blended 

Generation charge 

Better than battery 



Electrical Safety 

 Electricity kills,  be safe and always double test 

 PV rooftop can see voltages ranging 280 to 500V for residential and up 
to 1000V for commercial applications.  

 Use adequate wire sizing. Solar can be powerful.   

 Output of solar is real and long duration. It will operate close to 
maximum for hours at hottest time of day.  
 

 Read TFM. Read the Full Manual. Goes for any piece of equipment and 
especially inverters.  Makes a good Bathroom read.  

 



Electrical Safety 

 

 Familiarization of common hazards found in experience in 
putting Solar rooftops and common mistakes made in the field 

 Must have plans checked by a competent electrical engineer or 
RME with Solar training 

 Subject to Applicable to Local Building codes and official rulings.  

 Understand PV and demystify its components and method of 
operation 



Electrical Safety 
 DC power produces an Arc that 

is hard to put off.  

  Do not disconnect under 
load. 

110% Sure Connectors are 
crimped properly and by 
properly trained person.  
Most common and 
potentially fatal mistake 

 DC arc can blow your face off 
and hot enough to weld. 

 

RESPECT the 360V DC!  Disconnect PV panels when not 
in use. Remove load if 
disconnecting by shutting of AC 
first in GT setups 
 Watch out for hazardous houses 
and hazards.  Exposed power lines, 
wiring inside purlins.  



Electrical Safety 

 The “LAST TOUCH” Principle: If you put solar 
on a house and it catches on fire, or 
something goes wrong, you will be the first 
one to be blamed. EVEN IF ITS NOT YOUR 
FAULT.  Check house for obvious defects,  
Refuse job until defects are rectified. 

NOT OK 

OK, but observe 



Overloading or rusted out conduits 

Mickey mouse wiring- Non Code compliant work- 
no conduits, wire running inside purlins and things 
like that 

Have qualified personnel such as a registered 
Master Electrician in your crew to inspect and 
check. Even with RME and EE double check their 
work.   

 Your crew  - your responsibility. Connections,  
terminations and wire sizes are important.  

 Culture of Safety. Reporting of hazards or mistakes.   

 



Electrical Safety: Workmanship 

Make it Neat: 

 No bare wires on the roof 

Exposed wires must be in conduit 

Liquitite, IMC, RMC.  Never use 
 pink PVC flexible hose stuff if 
 exposed to the sun 

Use PV-1F cable for all roof exposed 
 cabling. Double insulated plus in 
 rigid conduit if exposed directly to 
 the sun 

UV resistant cable ties.  Have extra 
 on hand for annual inspection 

  

  

Water tightness.  

Fill inside conduit with Sealant so water 
wont come in at the ends 

 Radius and bends 

 Sharp edges to be de burred. 
Sugat=insulation compromise, ground 
faults etc 

 Anything that can make sugat the wire 
should be filed down or mitigated 

 Wire management 

 

 



Before & After: Conduct post install 

review and checklist.  No shortcuts 

  



Flexible orange conduit after 1 year on a roof 

deck, exposed to sun. Use appropriate 

material to its environment 



Spot the things wrong with this build 



Spot the things wrong with this build 



Spot the things wrong with this build 



Spot the things wrong with this build 



Spot the things wrong with this build 



Electrical Safety and wiring considerations 

 Don’t mix AC and DC in same conduit 

 All splices must be in junction box 
not inside conduit 

 Make sure its rodent proof, specially 
in agriculture settings like chicken 
house 

 Triple sure its lizard and rodent proof 
for non IP 65 gear like most offgrid 
inverters 

 Grounding and Bonding 

 Some systems have onboard 
“megger” – it will let you know if 
something is up. 

 Pinched wires= ground fault 





Electrical Safety and wiring 

considerations 

 Have A DC disconnect. You cannot shutoff the Sun! 

 Supplemental DC breakers and SPD devices to level up 
your job.  Electrical inspectors love OCPD 

 Beware of fake breakers. Don’t use AC breakers to 
interrupt DC currents.  

 SOLAR is unlike other applications: it will really supply to 
the limit for long duration so use quality wires, 
connections, breakers and torque settings. 

 Max Amp x 1.25 x 1.25 high heat. 156% rule 

*Thermal scan of connections post install or pre 
installation finds problems.  Touch test, infrared camera for 
pro 



Fall protection 

 Use full body Harness and Rope 

 Mandatory if over 6 feet in height 

 Extremely mandatory if roof is over 
30 degrees pitch.   

 A mild shock wont kill you, the fall 
will! 

 A mounting crew got a shock 
drilling Roof fasteners.  He tripped 
but had harness so he stayed put.  

 Ladders are the most dangerous 
workplace tool 

 Matibay, Secure & Proper pitch 
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 Personal Protective Equipment 

 Hard Hat, Vest, long sleeves and 
shoes 

 Sturdy pants.  For Rooftop we find 
tennis shoes being more practical 
than boots. Grip over toe protection is 
more crucial 

 Farmers Hat might be more realistic 
on some roofs. Up to you to judge 
risks 

 Rechargeable drills are better, faster and 
safer than corded 

 Where is nearest hospital. Be aware.  
Watch out for high tension power lines in 
some jobs..aluminum rails and HV lines 
don’t mix.  
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Locations and build designs 
 Effects of Shading 

 Be mindful of tree lines, building lines, 
upcoming construction in the area etc 

 Orientation- South 15 degrees is best, 
second best is East or West 

 We choose North if there is no other 
available orientation 

 Look out for Hazards,  high tension 
lines etc.  Mark out and cordon out 
loading and unloading areas 

 Proper designs shows to customer and 
OBO that you know your stuff and a 
safe operator.  

 

 Use of Helioscope or having designs 
farmed out to Solaric 

 Ask your supplier when in doubt how 
to connect or configure 

 String sizing and planning 

 

 Location of inverters. 

 Wifi availability 

 Aesthetics 

 Safe area- not constantly wet, not 
in a nursery or bathroom 

 Battery locations.  Ventilation and 
proximity  



How to read plans 
 Orientation 

 Series and Parallel of panels 

 Read the inverter. Watch for the VOC 
and VMP ranges 

 Pay attention to conductor sizing 

 AMPACITY and Line Overheating are 
mathematical certainties 

 Tapping points 

 Bottom of distribution panel 

 Supply side tap 

 MTS MECO TAP if gen set 

 

 

 Have your solar plan vetted by an electrical 
engineer with Solar experience. 

 Solar is very new in the Philippines so you must 
really study carefully and don’t use myths or 
sabi sabi in integrating plans.  Make double 
sure on what you are hooking up 3phase delta, 
3 Phase WYE 400v 3 phase vs 230v  L –L, etc.  

 Consult with dealer or manufacturer if possible 
for proposed plans to make sure things are 
right 

 Do not overload… I don’t care what they say, if 
its physically connected it should be counted as 
a load.  

 Do an honest Commission load test. 



Equipment and setups: 

 

  

 

 One Tracker  = one orientation 

 Voltages- too high you void warranty,  

 Too low it will never start 

Most inverters not more than 12 panels 
in series and no less than 4 panels.   

*residential inverters normally operate 
best at 360VDC.  Look for nominal 
rating voltage of the inverter.  

 

Shading should be avoided.  

 



Equipment and setups: 

 

  

 

  Plan to interconnect Grid tie system 

 AC line.   Make sure conductor can 
take the load.  

 5kW= 5.5mm2 THHN ideal  3.5mm2 
is Min or #10 AWG 5.5mm2 THHN 

 3kW= 3.5mm is ideal 2.5 is Min or 
#12 AWG 

 1.5kW and below 2.5mm2 is min. 
#12 to #14 AWG 

 Ampacity Spec sheet is your bible 



Deciphering Equipment. 

Grid tie inverter 

 Max PV amps.  Too much amps will fry internals 

 Max PV volts  use VOC- 

 Min Start up voltage will determine minimum Panels used 

 Wiring configuration: GW NS 1000 min of 3 panels.  

 Max PV volts. Voltage Open Circuit: Do Temp. correction.  

 GW 3000 at 500v VOC max is 12 panels 

 GW 4600 at 550v VOC max is 13 with temperature 
correction. 14 if not.  

 PEC is 6% adder for cold temperature. Modern panels are 
about 4% temperature correction for Metro Manila. 6% for 
Mt. Pulag or Baguio Installation.  

 



String Sizing computing for VOC and VMP = 

How many panels can I hook up to this thing?! 

Too much you blow the inverter or void 
warranty 

 Must know minimum range for 
equipment to run. 

 Voltage Sweet spot.. Not so hard 
for Philippines as we are always 
Hot. 

 PEC way is to use 6 percent.  
Proper way is to get heat 
coefficient data x 15 degrees ( 
Temperature adder)   for max 
voltage  VOC.    

 GW 3000 on 12 vs 14 panels.  

Too little it will shutdown during middle of 
summer ! 

 Minimum inverter start up voltage to minimum 
panel size. Use Vmp plus a heat derate.  Panel 
temp is about 65C easily in summer.  Panels 
drop voltage .49% for every degree above 25c.  
So size it that there is a 19.6% margin for 
voltage drop due to heat.  

 An NS would work sometimes with 3.33 panels 
but really recommend at least 4 panels.  A 
panel has 30.1VMp volts. GW NS needs 80 volts 
Vmp to work.   



Module selection.  Most common 260, 

265W to 290w  and 315w Utility 

 Get a quality solar module. 

 Tier 1-Means that they are bankable. 
Will they be there for warranty kind of 
issue? 

 Safety certification from third party 
laboratories. Intertek, UL, VDE,  

 Verifiable source and reputable seller. 

 Poly or Mono is OK.. Rated the same 
means they produce the same 

 Roof top Market strongly favors Mono 

 Cost per watt favors Poly 

 

 JA Solar and Trina have outsold any brand 
of German or US panels 

 Sunpower has highest per sqm output but 
very costly 

 Panasonic HIT and LG Neon has also 
highest per sqm output. Good for anti 
China builds 

 Tier 3 we don’t touch those nor 
recommend it as a professional. 

 Google it, ask for test data or flash test 
report when in doubt  



Module selection.  Most common 260, 

265W to 290W and 315w Utility 

 VOC: Voltage open Circuit 

 Will dictate how many volts the panel can 
produce max and how many panels you 
can put in a string 

 VMP: Voltage under load 

 Will dictate on how to compute for 
minimum number of panels so inverter or 
charge controller will start up 

 Amps or Isc: Will dictate ampacity of the 
wires and also if you can parallel connections 
into the inverter 



JA 265W on the left will support up to 12 panels in series for a 450V inverter.  13 
panels will be 471 volts.     
Paralleling two sets panels on a 1000NS will fry it from over amp.  10Amp max. 
Paralleling on a HAGRID is OK at 18Amp. Right on limit.  
Putting less than 3 panels wont work on a NS inverter.    @2.6 panels minimum 
Sunpower 327W module on the right wont work on a micro inverter. Voltage too 
high 



Series or Parallel? 
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Grid tie setups 
 Wifi Integration 

 Passwords for home Wifi 

 Tell owner there may be a charge if 
they change Wifi passwords or 
change router.  We normally give a 
reprogram for free 

 WiFi Signal 40 percent or better for 
reliable output 

 Put it in your service contract that 
WiFi related issues not covered in 
warranty or service calls after one 
year.  

 WiFi reporting 

 Diagnosing Fault codes 

 Intermittent ground faults 

 Grounding and Bonding 

 Meralco ground may be unreliable 

 Make own system ground 

 Bonding jumper bolts to roof purlin 
for added bonding.  

 



Grid tie setups: String inverter 
 

 Four panels or more connected to an 
inverter. 

 String lengths of 4 pcs to 14 pcs in most 
residential single phase systems 

 Most common for builds from 1kW to 
60kWp.  

 Very common in rooftop installations 

 Panels are strung together in series and 
connected to inverter 

 



Grid tie setups: Central Inverter 
 

 Used for utility scale projects 

 100kWp and above projects 

 

 Pad Mounted and crane delivered 

 1500V DC is now popular 

 For installations that are in the MW class. 

 Usually used for Solar Farms. 

 



Grid tie notes 

 It will supply power to entire house 
and if there is export, then to the 
grid as well. You cannot select what 
appliances it will run. 

  It will run all loads with any shortfall 
picked up by the grid power. 

 Do not need load segregation 

 Must not interconnect to Genset 
unless 

 It is impossible that the solar will be 
more than most minimum of basic 
loads IE Hospital or large mall 

 Necessary sophisticated interfacing 
equipment is used.  When Genset = 
30%  load it will start derating 
inverters.  

 It will not work during brownout. 

 By law and design it has to 
disconnect from grid power during 
outage 

 Grid tie that can work during 
brownout is a different technology 
called Hybrid Grid tie.  Needs a 
battery bank to store power and 
discharge to have an even and stable 
output also segregated loads.  

 

 Size units to daytime loads for best 
results. Overbuilding MUST be 
disclosed to customer as ROI is 
longer.  

 Export without net meter has 
opposite result  



Grid tie typical schematic:  Load Side 

1 Use real PV Cable 
 for Exposed and 
 rooftop areas. 

 
2     DC Disconnect or   
       DC breaker 

 
3 Grid tie AC  Disconnect 
 Breaker @ L.O.S 

 
4     Tapped to Load  Side.  
  *Pro tip Lowest tap on 
 busbar 
5    Outside Accessible   
 Service Disconnect 



3 phase Delta using single phase Grid tie 

inverters 

  Use a combiner box if there are 
multiple inverters or for a more 
professional installation. 

 Inverter 1 to line AB, inverter 2 to 
line BC and inverter 3 to line AC. 

 Or a 3phase inverter. 240v L to L is  
rare 

 You can use single phase inverter 
to correct phase imbalance in a 
system.  

 3% VOLTAGE RISE RULE in 2011 
NEC 



Multiple Inverters tapped with AC 

combiner box 

Common for  
Large commercial 20kW and 
up 
 
Very large residential 15kW 
and up 
 
Technique of choice if MDP 
or distribution panel is 
already overloaded.  



Hybrid Off Grid  Design.   
 

SOLAR, then Battery then Utility.  

 

Cons: Solar does nothing after batteries are charged 

and loads are satisfied.  

 

 

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Useful if power outages are Main 

concern 

 

Very popular in Mindanao and Bicol 

due to intermittent power failures 

Bawal brownout 

 

Highest form of offgrid system. Smart- 

bypass to grid when batteries hit set 

depletion rate 

 

5kVa units are Stackable to 30kVa 

 

Must limit Off Grid Loads 

L.F.R.C is ideal  

 

 

 



Hybrid Off Grid systems: HOG 
 Sizing is very important.   

 Compute loads and duration for customer in watt hours 

 Compute battery bank to supply said loads in watt hours x 2 for 50% DOD 

 Compute number of panels to charge said battery bank daily at 4 Peak sun 
hours. 

 Set utility or generator to bypass or charge at about 50% DOD to extend 
battery life 

 Storing and discharging power in batteries is about P6 to P17 per kWh in wear 
and tear.  Net metering may be better and efficient 

 Overloading is common cause for failure or even fires if severe enough.  



Hybrid Off grid systems 
 Must check each circuit carefully. ALL ON. If its connected it will go on at worst possible 

time. It is a statistical probability and we need it to be ZERO chance during time of 
installation. If not DO NOT warranty it.  Have the write a dismclaimer.  Almost 100% sure 
it will break.  

       L.F.R.C.<MAX Load x 70% 

 THE WATER HEATER, sometimes its in CO, sometimes on timer. 

 Circuit breaker wont work save you. Its designed to prevent wire meltdown not to 
protect equipment.  1 second gross overload can blow an inverter.   

 Compute battery bank to supply said loads in watt hours x 2 for 50% DOD. 

 Compute number of panels to charge said battery bank daily at 4 Peak Sun hours or less. 

 Set utility or generator to bypass or charge at about 50% DOD to extend battery life 

 Storing and discharging power in batteries is about P6 per kWh in wear and tear.  Net 
metering may be better and efficient 



Hybrid Grid tie systems: HAGRID and ES 

systems 



Hybrid Grid tie systems: HAGRID and ES 

systems 
 Most complicated setups. It’s the combination of OFF GRID and Grid tie.  

 Will run  L.F.R.C., charge battery then Grid tie.  

 THE WATER HEATER, sometimes its in CO, sometimes on timer. 

 Circuit breaker wont work save you. Its designed to prevent wire melt not overload of 
equipment.  1 second gross overload is good enough to destroy your inverter.  

 Don’t be Greedy 

 Put Grid tie loads where it belongs. Big aircon, water heater, pool pump 

 Storing and discharging power in batteries is about P6 per kWh in wear and tear. Will probably 
cost more than grid power at some cases.  

 Environmental conditions. System is sensitive to Dust, water ingress, and batteries produce 
corrosive gasses etc  



Mounting Systems 

 Must secure panels to match 25 year weather conditions and lifespan 

 At least Signal number 3 or 4 resistant 

 200+Kph sustained wind speeds 

 Special considerations for high rise above 30M 

 Special considerations for top of hill and coastal installations 

 Must not corrode Aluminum frame of panels 

 Can be roof mount or ground mount 

 Custom frame or prefabricated 

 



Mounting systems 

 Drill it to the purlins. 

 GI sheet roofs 

 Clay tile roofs 

 Roof Deck 

 Ground mount 

 Any method must match 
environment it is installed. 

 Stainless or hard anodized 
aluminum is prime 

 STRONG 

 No Leaks 

South is not always best. 

This is a NO GO roof mount.   

Wind strength bad.  

Wind uplift is severe.   



Mounting systems 

GI Sheet roof 

  Drill it to the purlin 

 Go with roof slope 

 Low clearance, wind lift 

 Double L foot in the corners if wind load is 
strong 

 Triple rails for coastal or high wind 
applications 

 Use aluminum frames or Stainless steel if 
possible Galvanic corrosion 

 Some airflow to cool off the panels is nice 

 Perforate HIGH PART OF GI SHEET only 

 



Mounting systems GI Sheet Roof 

 

 



Mounting systems: 

Clay Tile roof. 

Secured to batten bar or 
underlayer 
 
Much more difficult than GI 
sheet Roof.  
 
Double or triple installation time 
for roof crew.  
 
Hanger bolt or Roman tile Hook 
to underlayer GI sheet 



Mounting systems: Clay tile roof  



Mounting systems: Clay tile roof  



Mounting systems: 

Roof Deck  

 Don’t compromise water proofing 

 Ballasted system 

 Weight of ballast to wind speed 

 Pounds per Sq Foot.  60 PSF is 
common 

 Dowel embedded system 

 Structural steel embedded on  rebar 
of roof then attached to it. 



Concrete slab roofdeck (custom) 

 

 



Roof Deck 
 Built  for extreme wind speeds 

 Has to be impossible for two 
men to lift it off.   

 Watch out for waterproofing 
issues 

 Have dowels embedded before 
waterproofing 

 Attach concrete rebar to dowel 
and pour concrete. 

 



  



Extreme Climate 

 

  



Mounting systems 

Roof Deck  
 Custom welded steel 
frame 

Takes time to do. 

SOLID 

Must have maintenance 
and watch out for galvanic 
corrosion.  

 



Hybrid Off Grid  Design.   
 

SOLAR, then Battery then Utility.  
Used if net metering is not desired or unattainable. 
If there is frequent power outages 
  

    



Ground Mount: What’s wrong with this setup?  



Hybrid Grid tie. Combination of HOG 

and Grid tie 

 Used as generator replacement by backing 
up critical loads and charging via solar for 
prolonged disaster outages 

 Must choose offgrid or critical loads 
carefully. LFRC 

 We normally exclude air conditioners as 
load as this will drain battery fast.  

Air conditioners will be powered on the grid 
tie circuit during normal hours. 

 Self consumption 

 Maximize utilization of solar.  

 Every watt is used, stored, and 
sold via net metering.  All is 
used even during power 
outages 

 More complicated to setup 

 Perpetual L.F.R.C = Lights fan, ref 
and computer. These are loads 
that will run for weeks or 
months during a really bad 
power outage or crisis.   

 



SOLAR 101 and SOLAR 202 training 

 WWW.SOLARIC.COM.PH/SOLAR101 

 Held monthly except December 

 Solar PV pertinent training for 

industry professionals and 

prosumers. 

 

http://www.solaric.com.ph/SOLAR101

